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Riverside House, Manchester

Delivering an architectural  
concrete finish for a  
19th century building

Key Benefits: 

Smooth striking operations

Formwork design and planning

Flexible falsework capabilities

The project at a glance 
Riverside House is set to become 
a four-storey office block close to 
Manchester’s city centre. Brick, 
glass and architectural concrete 
have been carefully combined to 
achieve a balance between old 
and new. Bardsley Construction is 
delivering the scheme, with  
sub-contractor BIAD Civils 
overseeing the concrete work. 

“With PERI’s support, we 
have managed to achieve 
the specified architectural 
finish hand in hand with 
their designers. The VARIO 
system is easy to use, and 
the technical support that 
have been behind us have 
been excellent.” 

Construction Manager 
BIAD Civils Ltd 
BILLY DUFFY



Contact us by email  
on sales@peri.ltd.uk  
or call 01788 861 600

What did the customer need?

We were appointed to provide formwork for all 
vertical structures. This included architectural walls 
for the core. 

In addition, safe and reliable temporary works had to 
support the concrete canopy, which cantilevers out 
around the east, west and south of the building above 
the fourth floor.  

What was the challenge?

For the core, a regular tie pattern and blemish-free 
finish had to be achieved. This meant that climbing 
anchors had to be designed and installed in a way that 
would ensure they were hidden. 

In addition to the canopy, the 300mm-thick main 
slabs and surrounding 700mm-high upstand beam 
were cast in just two pours, as per the customer’s 
requirement. One of the main challenges for the 
design team was ensuring that falsework was flexible 
enough to accommodate the curved corners of the 
building yet strong enough to support the canopy.  

Customer: BIAD Civils

Main contractor: Bardsley Construction

Developer: The English Cities Fund

Project type: Commercial, Offices

Products and Services: VARIO GT 24 Girder 
Wall Formwork, CB 240 Climbing Formwork, 
MULTIPROP

How did we help?

For the architectural walls, we used VARIO formwork 
as the arrangement of girders and ties made it possible 
to achieve a regular tie pattern and create the desired 
blemish-free surface. 

Using double-ply was crucial when considering the 
specified finish, as it meant that screws could be fixed 
in the back of one sheet of ply and concealed with a 
second layer. 

To alleviate on-site operations for the customer, our 
fabrication team produced mitre joints on over 100 inner 
plywood skins to achieve accurate right-angled corners. 
The mitre joints offered a smoother finish compared to 
stripping pieces on this project, which would typically be 
used to assist formwork removal. This also assisted panel 
alignment and erection, and enabled site operatives to 
strike formwork without damaging or leaving any imprints 
in the concrete.

On the core, the external formwork was supported via 
CB 240 climbing platforms, whilst a BR shaft platform 
supported formwork inside the lift core. Through careful 
design and planning, we positioned climbing anchors 
between slab and finished floor levels to avoid being  
visible on the surface of the concrete.  

For the canopy, we worked with structural analysis 
software to assess the buildability of the support 
structure and ensure the solution was safe for site 
operatives. We used RS Props with MULTIPROP 
shoring arrangement to provide lateral restraint, ensuring 
the canopy was secure until the concrete gained 
sufficient strength.


